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F O R E W O R D
The history of Las Vegas is uniquely connected to car culture in America. From industrialization and the rise of the 
middle-class, which enabled motorists to cruise Fremont Street, expanding the city outward from its humble be-
ginnings as a dusty stop along the railroad to the aestheticization and mass production of the automobile leading 
to the architectural emphasis of arrivals through the port cochere on The Strip and the massive parking garages 
of integrated (mega-) resorts.  The mode of transportation has helped define the built environment of Las Vegas.  
The added technology of artificial intelligence has fundamentally transformed the car into an autonomous vehicle 
such that opportunities are boundless for buildings and the city at large to adapt to the emerging potential. 
Chester Gaudiel questions how any resort’s entry sequence might change in light of autonomous vehicles, and he 
theorizes that a property’s essential characteristics might drive the applications or methods of vehicle integra-
tion.  Does it become a new focal point, does it reinforce what is already there, or does it quietly take its place in 
the back-of-house improving the overall efficiency of the guest experience?  While there is probably no wrong 
way to integrate autonomous vehicles there are likely less thoughtful ones than others.  In the hospitality busi-
ness it pays to think about these things very carefully, and Gaudiel has chosen examples wisely.  
At the Bellagio, in the same way the fountains have drawn on the opportunities of creating a spectacle, the 
orchestrated arrival of guests in autonomous vehicles could augment or even become the spectacles themselves.  
This kind of potential exists in properties that place a premium on public engagement from the street (ex. The 
Venetian and its canals, TI and its former “Sirens”/pirate show, etc.).  This study gives us a great sense of the 
vehicle occupant experience, and could continue to consider how the innumerable on-lookers might p  ent of 
a design theme.  Here, more attention is given to the quality of the drive, the visual experience of passengers.  
The design process could be a critique of many resorts whose paths from the public streets to the inner bowels 
of their immense parking garages currently enjoy a driver that is distracted with driving because navigating 
these areas offer little satisfaction.  MGM, Paris, SLS, and more have similar challenges of arrivals that delay 
the gratification of the resorts.  Once drivers no longer have to focus on the road, their enjoyment of a property 
and its offerings can become even more fine-tuned.  One consideration this thesis can hopefully inspire is how 
to quantify this change in perception.  How much do you invest in potential design and construction for some 
psychological effect?  And how does the design team help understand if it was worth it?  Finally, the CityCenter 
scenario addresses a metric that seems easiest to calculate: throughput efficiency, but it still benefits from the 
design thinking of the previous examples. What property would not enjoy more efficient traffic flow?  Manda-
lay Bay, Tropicana, The Link, etc.?  How can design thinking for a hotel guest be simultaneously connected to 
thinking about the ebb and flow of movements throughout the host city.  Instead of focusing on single site or 
one-off applications, Gaudiel’s study intentionally creates cases where his future ideations can begin to simulate 
effects on one another.  Ideally, readers of this work can see that by designing a more complex design experiment 
(having three main variables), the studio project lends itself to drawing more meaningful conclusions if not more 
thought-provoking discussion.   
Glenn NP Nowak, AIA (HD Studio Coordinator)
P R E F A C E
The automobile has always been a crucial element in the development of 
built environment of the Las Vegas Strip. Every property on the Strip has 
always accommodated the vehicle to the point that it becomes a necessity 
in navigating throughout the Strip. However, as these properties continue 
to plan and design around the automobile, the experience between vehicle 
and pedestrian is one of discontinuity. 
The discontinuity between the vehicular and pedestrian experience is 
a result of a rather manual system where one must choose between a 
pedestrian experience or a vehicular experience given the amount of 
required concentration to do such experiences. The fissure between these 
experiences can be mended through a new system; one that is purely 
automated.
This new automated system refers to the emergence of Autonomous 
Vehicles; a new form of machine learning artificial intelligence that would 
allow passengers to concentrate more on the Strip rather than making 
sure they don’t crash onto another vehicle.
A B S T R A C T
T H E S I S
The emergence of Autonomous Vehicles will change how properties in the 
Strip approach its entry and other experiential qualities.
The study delves into three main properties in The Strip. Bellagio, Caesar’s 
Palace, and The City Center. These areas of study looked into the possibil-
ities of incorporating an autonomous vehicle system in multiple scenarios. 
Each study was analyzed individually in hopes to develop claims based on 
the observations made in each property. 
Each study was also executed in a manner that looked mostly in the entry 
experience of installing an autonomous system in a property rather than 
other elements such as parking garage future use and the impact on Las 
Vegas Boulevard. The entry was the main source of research as it is ulti-
mately the first image that is taken in by guests visiting these properties. 
In turn, the facade would be affected by these autonomous claims leading 
to the thesis,
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The Strip was always designed in a manner that considered signage over 
the actual building itself. In Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown’s 
“Learning from Las Vegas,” it was identified that a property’s signage was 
always placed in front of the building (Venturi, et. al, 1977). The reason 
for this is because The Strip was designed to accommodate the auto-
mobile. Signage was so crucial because that was the first thing people 
would see when driving through The Strip. Today, not much has changed 
because each property still entice its guests via signage. The building is 
still tucked away behind the signage as though it’s a separate entity. The 
difference between the properties of the past and the properties of today 
is that they have replaced the massive asphalt parking with now massive 
parking structures at each property. This change signifies the continued 
reliance of automobiles in The Strip in that each property expects to 
receive a massive influx of people via automobile. Along with massive 
parking structures, each property includes an entry that seem to suggest 
the grandeur of each respective property. One thing to note about this 
observation is that the entry is still centered around the automobile. 
The automobile has and is still a major element in The Strip and the 
emergence of autonomous vehicles would have the ability to enhance the 
vehicular experience and more importantly the pedestrian experience.
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Caesars Palace c. 1966
The Sands 1952
C O M P A R I S O N  O F  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
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The following data shows the comparison between three of the most used 
forms of transportation used in Las Vegas. This data shows that a major-
ity of the people still rely on a vehicle to get around Las Vegas. Rideshare 
services is a still new form of transportation in Las Vegas but the data 
shows that in time, it may take over the taxi services. 























C O M P A R I S O N  O F  T R A N S P O R T A T I O N
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The following data shows the comparison between the two main modes 
of transportation that people use to enter the city. Again, it is clear that 
people would still rely on an automobile over other forms of transporta-
tion. The data presented could also speculate that while a good amount of 
people still travel by air, they would still need to rely on a form of automo-

















A U T O N O M O U SC H A P T E R  2
L E V E L S  O F  A U T O N O M Y
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Autonomous Vehicles have been present since the 1950s with automatic 
transmission vehicles. One thing to note is that the autonomous features 
that the vehicles receive are in part due to the increase safety factor of 
these systems. For example, lane assist systems were created to aid driv-
ers to ensure they do not drift into another lane when driving. As a way to 
understand these levels of autonomy, The National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration developed levels to explain which levels apply to certain 
vehicles. Today, a majority of the population has access to  autonomous 
levels 0-3. What is impending is autonomous level 4 and level 5. These 
last two levels are what most individuals picture when the word “autono-
mous vehicles” come to mind as they are in almost all ways a self-driving 
vehicle. 










AUTONOMOUS LEVEL: 4 + 5
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• Zero autonomy
• Driver performs all tasks
• Vehicle still controlled by driver
• Some assist features included




• Auto park systems
• Some self-driving
• Driver needs to be attentive during self-
driving sequences
Level 4
• Vehicle capable of performing all driv-
ing conditions under certain circum-
stances
• Driver has option to switch between 
manual or autonomous operations
Level 5
• Vehicle capable of performing all driv-
ing conditions under any circumstance
• Driver may still have option to drive 
manually
A. Ghabra et. al, personal communication, October 2019
A P T I V
S E N S O R  T E R M I N O L O G Y
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Aptiv is a company that is originally based in Ireland that specializes in 
commercial self-driving vehicles. The company also has a branch locations 
in Southeast Asia and Las Vegas. It’s impact in Las Vegas is still in its 
early stages but the company has already been working with the Regional 
Transportation of Southern Nevada (RTC) to help self-driving vehicles 
function within the city. Along with RTC, Aptiv has also worked with Lyft 
to use their rideshare service to educate the general public about self-
driving vehicles. 
Aptiv’s self-driving vehicles are presented to the public of Las Vegas as 
a fleet of BMW 540i vehicles. In a personal ride with the service, the 
individuals who brief passengers while on a self-driving ride has explained 
that the vehicle is suited with over 20 sensors and cameras that constant-
ly feed information to the vehicle to help the vehicle stay on route, identify 
objects surrounding the vehicle, and communicate with traffic lights. The 
work between RTC and Aptiv is best shown in how these vehicles interact 
with traffic lights because Aptiv is actually connected to the traffic lights 
themselves so when a self-driving vehicle stops at a traffic light, it actu-
ally knows if the light has turned red,yellow, or green.
LiDAR - detection system that uses lasers to measure the distance from a 
target
ESR - electronically scanning radars
SRR - short-range radars
DSRC - dedicated short range communications antenna































TRI-FOCAL + TRAFFIC 
LIGHT CAMS
GPS
I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  A P T I V
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In preparation to the design studies, an in person interview with Aptiv Las 
Vegas’ Managing Director, Abe Ghabra, was conducted. In this interview, 
Ghabra explained that Aptiv’s fleet of BMW 540i were all level 4 autono-
mous vehicles. These vehicles also operate inside a “geo-fence” meaning 
they only work around a specified area (for now). When asked why Aptiv 
has only worked around a level 4 autonomous model, Ghabra responded 
by stating, “level 4 already provides the service that is needed - provide a 
self-driving service to get people from point A to point B. Having a level 5 
service currently makes no sense given that people already have a speci-
fied destination.” This statement made a lot of sense because if in theory 
the entire city of Las Vegas was part of Aptiv’s geo-fence, the interaction 
between the vehicle and the traffic systems within city would make for 
an efficient self-driving system. Level 5 autonomous vehicles is still best 
suited for regions that don’t necessarily have a geo-fence meaning they 
do not rely on other infrastructure found within a city. 
Another important part of the interview occurred when Ghabra was asked 
how efficient an autonomous system would actually be. Ghabra responded, 
“Aptiv’s chief scientist did a study in Southeast Asia where they compared 
the service between human drivers and automated drivers. The result was 
that the autonomous service was actually able to provide more rides than 
the human drivers and also required less vehicles to do so.” A follow-up 
question was then asked regarding how would the autonomous vehicles 
actually be more efficient and Ghabra’s response was that “each vehicle 
is first given a set amount of rules - the rules that everyone should fol-
low - but what’s different is that each time the vehicle goes on a drive, it 
accumulates experience and learns from other factors that is seen on the 
road.”
While Aptiv has only been focusing on providing rides in The Strip, Ghabra 
has expressed a positive note that each property could indeed utilize an 
autonomous fleet service to better the tourist experience. This would help 
with some of the design studies that will be taken in effect within the 
progression of the study between each property. 
Aptiv Managing Director, Abe Ghabra : Aptiv
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Bellagio is the first area of study due to the nature of the property being 
one that utilizes an attraction to promote itself. The Bellagio Lake and 
its Fountains serve as the immediate attractor towards the public. The 
Autonomous Vehicle relates itself as an attraction in that an Autonomous 
experience is one that sees the passenger’s attention less on the wheel 
and more on the overall surrounding.
T H E  L A K E  I N  T H E  D E S E R TC H A P T E R  3
S T A R T I N G  F R O M  T H E  I N S I D E
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Bellagio’s study began within its interior spaces. Aside from the main 
entry lakes, the interior spaces have been known by tourists and locals as 
a true luxury experience. Some locals have even claimed that when Bel-
lagio first opened its doors in 1998, a dress code to just enter the resort 
was in full effect. The interior space became an area of interest because 
of an idea that perhaps an Autonomous Vehicle model would work to make 
something more of these interior spaces. Guests would able to traverse 
throughout the property allowing them to visit the Bellagio Conservatory 
& Botanical Gardens and then later enjoy a meal in a world class res-
taurant all while riding in a new mode of transportation. This all sounded 
great until it didn’t. 
After making multiple visits to the Bellagio, the idea of putting these 
Autonomous Vehicles within Bellagio seemed pointless. Observing the in-
terior space showed that the interior space itself is already working quite 
well as a true pedestrian only space. Corridors aren’t too large and there’s 
much to see and do as you walk through these corridors. Distance be-
tween areas of interest are also done in walkable fashion and these areas 
are paired together to make certain experiences as shown in the Gardens, 
which feature two well known restaurants. 
The direction and approach of studying Bellagio to possibly host an Au-
tonomous Vehicle model was then altered to fit the scale of the mobility. 
These Autonomous Vehicles are still expected to essentially feel like rid-
ing a traditional vehicle so trying to force a vehicle into a pedestrian space 
seemed futile. At this point, the study of Autonomous Vehicles in Bellagio 
transitioned fully to its exterior space, specifically the Bellagio Lake.
Bellagio Conservatory & Botanical Gardens
Event Space Corridor Bellagio 
Bellagio’s Main Entry Space Typical Bellagio Corridor
29
E X T E R I O R  P E R S O N A L I T I E S
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The Bellagio Lake is a feature of the property that still stands as a major 
highlight of the Bellagio. This artificial lake not only provides a view for 
the public, but also one for the patrons enjoying a meal in the actual prop-
erty. It is a shared attraction that tend to stop tourists from doing any-
thing but watching the lake as it shows its fountains “dancing” to popular 
music. The lake has also been a stage for several performances ranging 
from Cirque du Soleil to Drone Dancing as featured during CES. With that 
said, it is clear that The Bellagio Lake’s purpose is to be an attraction.
The attraction factor of this property became the main area of study with 
its close proximity to Las Vegas Boulevard and its relationship between 
the pedestrian experience and vehicular experience. The vehicular experi-
ence as it stand today is quite straight forward. Vehicles drive down Las 
Vegas Boulevard and turn into the property. However, based on a personal 
ride with Aptiv’s Self-Driving service, the service itself was only limited 
to autonomous driving along main highways and not in the driveways 
of the property itself. This led to a speculation that perhaps dedicated 
autonomous routes within the property could prove to be a new experi-
ence enhancing the property’s value. As such, a study on the exterior of 
the property led to a discovery that some “dead-zones” were found, which 







D E S I G N  S T U D Y  1 :  L A K E - S I D E  S E R V I C E
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The first design study based on the analysis of the exterior frontage of The 
Bellagio shows an autonomous route utilizing a new entry coming from 
the corner Flamingo and Las Vegas Boulevard. This design study sees The 
Bellagio Lake include two new features; a new autonomous route leading 
to the entry of the property and another possible drop-off and/or pick-up 
service for autonomous vehicles on the lake itself. 
The new autonomous route creates a new experience for users because 
as it stands today, vehicles on Las Vegas Boulevard have limited access 
to watch the show since traffic needs to constantly flow. This new route 
allows an altered view of the show while still allowing the main traffic Las 
Boulevard to flow naturally. Since the vehicle is already in front of the 
pedestrians, users will be able to seamlessly board these vehicles.
Autonomous Vehicle Route
33
D E S I G N  S T U D Y  2 :  A U T O N O M O U S  C I R C L E
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The next design study features an expanded experiential autonomous 
route. This design study would allow the experience as described in the 
first study to be expanded to the patrons in the restaurants of the Bel-
lagio. The second design study creates a continuous route utilizing the 
existing routes specifically the routes currently used by the taxi service. 
Since the taxi service routes are underground and earlier images show a 
grade change between the entry on Las Vegas Boulevard, an autonomous 
route seemed a feasible approach as the underground routes would con-





D E S I G N  S T U D Y  3 :  A  N E W  D A N C E
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The third design study looks further into a full transition of the autono-
mous routes altering the attraction itself. This study involves changing the 
overall layout of the fountains to a formation that allows the autonomous 
vehicle to become part of the show itself. In doing so, the user is involved 
in the show as the routes traverses its way around the fountains as the 
music plays and the streams and jets of pressured water towers the 
autonomous vehicles. Two routes are also presented to create a sense of a 
dance between each autonomous vehicle providing more experiences and 




V I S U A L I Z I N G  T H E  P O S S I B I L I T Y
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The following renderings provides a visual of what could be by implement-
ing design strategy three. While this is not intended to be a final design, it 
serves to promote a possibility of an Autonomous Route on the lake itself. 
This in turn creates more reason to visit such a property because instead 
of just enjoying the art, autonomous riders become part of it. It creates a 
potential of adding a new dimension to these famed fountains; experienc-
ing visual music and dance with technology and not through technology.
39
The second property of study is the Caesars Palace. To be more specific, 
the areas of interest in this study was towards The Forum Shops, The 
property’s frontage, and The Roman Plaza. These areas were specifically 
chosen as these spaces were centered more towards the general public, 
which alluded to the idea that Autonomous Vehicles would be utilized as a 
public element.  
T H E  B A Z A A R S  P A L A C EC H A P T E R  4
D E S I G N  S T U D Y  1 :  R U N  I T  B A C K
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Like the study with Bellagio, the approach was rather the same; experi-
ence the property from a first person point of view and then allocate 
routes for Autonomous Vehicles to travel through within the spaces. 
The first design study would show that the Autonomous Vehicles would 
be able to enter through Las Vegas Boulevard and Caesars Palace Drive 
and then enter through two entry points. The Autonomous Vehicles them-
selves would travel a rather linear route but circle around the large atrium 
spaces as a means of pick up and drop off for passengers or for passen-
gers to “ride” through the Forum Shops.
Autonomous Vehicle Route
43
D O U B L E  T A K E
44
Although the idea of merely allocating Autonomous Vehicle routes through 
the Forum shops seemed a formidable approach, further site studies sug-
gest that perhaps due to how the Forum Shops were built with its grade 
changes, adding Autonomous Routes in the existing space would prove to 
be more problematic than additive to the overall experience. 
As seen in the set of photos, the grade changes are not small grade 
changes but rather large ones as seen on the path towards the self-
parking garages on the property. The entry on the extended wing of the 
Forum Shops parallel to Las Vegas Boulevard also shows a disconnect in 
that Las Vegas Boulevard is actually higher in elevation than the entry of 
the Forum Shops. Continuing inside the forum shops, entering through the 
Las Vegas Boulevard entry would actually have the guests below the main 
strip mall of the Forum Shops relying on the curved escalators to access 
the main Forum Shop spaces.
45
Beginning of Route to Self - Park Lowest Public Space: The Forum Shops Valet/Rideshare
Ramping Up to Self - Parking Las Vegas Boulevard Forum Shops Entry
The Forum Shops Expansion Second Floor The Forum Shops Expansion Entry
D O U B L E  T A K E
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Aside from the grade changes, a further investigation of the property led 
to a realization that while Caesars Palace seemed like a property that put 
the vehicle first with its massive parking structures on its property, the 
intention of the overall experience was about the pedestrian experience. 
From its original design in 1966, Caesars Palace seems to have replaced 
the asphalt entry to a more pedestrian friendly entry as exemplified with 
the Roman Plaza and the expansion of Forum Shops. Inside the Forum 
Shops, a long path carries its way through “the streets of Rome” with 
large atrium spaces that provide a pedestrian break. There are even some 
instances where the largest interior spaces are utilized to overflow onto 
the main walk ways. 
It was clear after further analyzing the spaces that merely installing an 
Autonomous Vehicle Route with the similar intent as seen in Bellagio’s 
study wouldn’t help elevate the experience because the experience itself 
does not have anything to do with the vehicle. Caesars Palace is a themat-
ic property by its own right and introducing a new emerging technology 
should not diminish its intent.
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Entry From The Extended Forum Shops Overfl ow Onto Main Pedestrian Walk
Forum Shops Emulating Streets of Rome Forum Shops Large Atrium Space
Roman Plaza Fontana di Trevi: Las Vegas Edition
D O U B L E  T A K E
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Understanding that Caesars Palace was meant to be a pedestrian influ-
enced property led to a new approach of incorporating an Autonomous Ve-
hicle model into the existing. The idea was that instead of trying to make 
the Autonomous Vehicle the main attractor to the property, the emerging 
technology would act more as an enhancer to the overall spaces. As a 
result, the study of the property delved into the idea of continuing the 
thematic experience of being in Rome as seen in the interior spaces of the 
Forum Shops and Roman Plaza. Further imagery studies of the exterior 
parts of the property also seem to suggest that the overall composition of 
the structures and the landscape of the property frame itself to emulate 
what it would be like to be in Rome. 
Another look at the composition of the program of the property also begin 
to show that while a majority of guest parking is hidden in the back of the 
property, large asphalt surface parking create a pedestrian disconnect 
between Las Vegas Boulevard and Caesars Palace.
 
Entry Fountains Disconnected Landmark
Surface Parking Separating Pedestrian Parking Barrier And Property Framing
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D E S I G N  S T U D Y  2 :  D O  A S  T H E  R O M A N S  D O
50
Keeping the idea of disconnect of pedestrian zones on the front of the 
property yielded a design hypothesis that drew inspiration from the theme 
of Caesars Palace. The streets of Rome were used as a guide to design 
the Forum Shops and Roman Plaza. The design hypothesis would continue 
this theme and utilize the idea that guests would go to Caesars Palace to 
feel as though they truly are in Rome. 
“paesa che vai, usanze che trovi “
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Pantheon : Dominic Arizona Bonuccelli
Streets of Rome: Travellingoven Streets of Rome: Travellingoven
D E S I G N  S T U D Y  2 :  D O  A S  T H E  R O M A N S  D O
Areas of Change
52
Drawing inspiration from the streets of Rome and continuing the the-
matic experience of Caesars Palace, the second design study looks at the 
Autonomous Vehicle as a way to enhance the overall experience by first 
isolating spaces on the property that are rather uneventful from a pedes-
trian point of view. 
These spaces were selected from the observations of a disconnect be-
tween pedestrian and property via surface parking on the front of the 
property, the uneventful corridor to the self-parking garage, and up-cy-
cling a large parking garage to suit a property no longer needing parking 
garages due to Autonomous Vehicles.
53





The second design study would feature new routes for Autonomous 
Vehicles by incorporating single lane entries at the existing Fountains and 
a two-lane route through Caesars Palace Drive. The route through Caesars 
Palace drive would still include the previous access routes for property 
personnel as needed for loading and/or unloading.
The two main surface parking areas on the front of the property will be 
converted to emulate the large open spaces as seen in Rome such as the 
Pantheon Square. It serves to connect the Roman Plaza to the Forum 
Shops. The structures of these areas will also feature areas for eateries 
and/or activity spaces (OMNIA expansion). 
The structures that line the new corridor would be the exterior expansion 
of the Forum Shops to again emulate the street of Rome. The large park-
ing structure could then be up-cycled to create new rooms for guests or 
perhaps event spaces. 
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D E S I G N  S T U D Y  2 :  S E C T I O N
56
The section presented shows how the change would ultimately effect 
the existing street-scape of the self-park route in Caesar’s Palace. The 
existing conditions show a two-lane street going both directions with one 
pedestrian sidewalk and a back parking that leads to the Forum Shops. 
The change as a result of a new autonomous route would have the street 
reduce to just one lane going both directions and two pedestrian side-
walks all surrounded by tall structures emulating the streets of Rome. 
20’ 25’ 25’ 20’ 20’ 20’   5’





W H E N  I N  R O M E
These renderings provide a visualization of what continuing to emulate 
Rome would be like if the design strategy had continued its course with 
regards to an Autonomous System. In this property, we see that the 
impact of an Autonomous System is not one of mobility but rather one of 
connections through pedestrian access. The point of this study is provide 
an example that shows that this new and emerging technology can be 
used to create more pedestrian activity.
59
The final study is looking into The City Center as a whole. The reason of 
interest in The City Center is the fact that while the project is known as 
one entity with multiple parts, each of the four properties in The City 
Center are somehow disconnected to one another with no relation to each 
other. Entries to each property are clearly its own from a vehicular point 
of view as well as from a pedestrian point of view. The purpose of this 
study is to analyze The City Center and suggest design studies to incorpo-
rate Autonomous Vehicles that may connect these properties. 
T H E  C I T Y  C E N T E R ( S )C H A P T E R  5
A R E A S  O F  I N T E R E S T
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The City Center is compromised of four main properties; Aria, Vdara, Veer 
Towers, and The Waldorf Astoria (previously Mandarin Oriental). These 
four properties all share one master plan but most of the properties do 
not relate itself well to one another as seamlessly as one may think. For 
example, the image of the entry to Waldorf Astoria from a pedestrian 
perspective shows a small entry to the frontage of The Waldorf Astoria, 
which really seems like a less-than-grand entry-way to a rather luxurious 
master plan. Aria and Vdara share one looping drive-way, but the pedes-
trian connection is still rather dull for a luxury property. Veer Towers are 
almost completely cut-off from the main circulation of the master plan 
aside from an entry by the main entry of Aria; however, Veer Towers is a 
private residence property so more private entry is acceptable. 
The approach of this study involved another walkthrough of each part of 
the master plan identifying potential areas that may be able to provide 
some connection to each property or perhaps a different approach that 
wouldn’t necessarily connect each property but give the master plan as 
whole a potential greater purpose. 
In the walkthrough, the main zones that seemed as though a potential de-
sign study would have its greatest effect included the building site of what 




Pedestrian Entry for Waldorf Astoria Pedestrian Bridge to Waldorf Astoria
Aria to Vdarra The Crystals Shops
The Monorail System Build Site of Demolished 5th Property
A R E A S  O F  I N T E R E S T
64
The build site of what would have been the 5th property of The City 
Center was an area of interest because of two main factors; an area to 
potentially build a structure that wouldn’t interfere with the existing sur-
rounding properties, and the pedestrian access available via pedestrian 
bridge. These two main factors could somehow create an opportunity to 
incorporate an autonomous system since previous studies looked into 
merging into enhancing the pedestrian experience. 
The Crystals Shops became an area of study upon analysis of what 
seemed like a dead zone on the level at which guest would enter the 
shop via monorail. As seen in the study with Bellagio, dead zones showed 
promise for new systems to enhance the overall space. The Crystals also 
connects to the pedestrian bridge that passes by the demolished build 
site. This again could lead to further relationships between the two areas 
of study. The street level pedestrian way could also serve as another 
autonomous feature as seen in the study with both Bellagio and Caesar’s 
Palace.
The City Center’s monorail system is of great interest in that it is the only 
system that has the greatest potential to somehow connect all properties 
together as it wind and inserts itself into several different building in the 
overall masterplan. It also connects to other properties outside of the The 
City Center such as Bellagio and The Park MGM. This extended connection 
could prove to be fruitful since both noted properties are properties that 
receive a high influx of pedestrians. 
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Pedestrian Bridge of Build Site
The Crystals Shops Pedestrian Way The Crystals Shops Dead Zone
The Monorail System View From The Monorail System
Build Site of Demolished 5th Property
M O N O R A I L  U T I L I Z A T I O N
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Upon observing the monorail system of The City Center, it was determined 
that the monorail was rather under-utilized as shown on a few observation 
images. The placement of the monorail on the Bellagio side also seemed 
to suggest that since it was hidden away from the main frontage of both 
properties, the monorail is most likely not intended to be the main means 
of service for tourists, which seems to make sense since the premise of 
The Strip is on the frontage/ signage of each property. 
Although the monorail is under-utilized, the inception of an autonomous 
system seemed to be able to justify its existence via the monorail’s rail 
system. As shown in the images, the monorail passes by and through 
areas that could connect to each other. For example, The Aria main entry 
and second entry/ Vdarra entry could somehow connect itself into a single 
route ultimately connecting Vdarra to The Crystals Shops.
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Under-Utilized System
Aria Main Entry From Monorail Second Aria Entry/ Vdarra Entry
Monorail System Behind Frontage
Areas of Change
M O N O R A I L  U T I L I Z A T I O N  A C T I O N
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The plan of action to connect parts of the master plan together saw the 
fall of the existing drop off points of the monorail system. Part of the 
monorail’s rail system was also taken away in order to re-route a new 
route for autonomous vehicles. While the autonomous system would use 
the existing rail system, it does not mean that this design study would 
feature a “railed” autonomous vehicle and that the routes would still be 
actual roads for autonomous vehicles to travel on to. Some building com-
ponents to the south of the property is also demolished to allow an au-
tonomous structure to be built to allow the transition between the height 
of the existing rail system and the street level.
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The first design study features a new network of autonomous routes 
that has utilized the existing monorail rail system. The difference in this 
configuration is that the new route links into the Aria and Vdarra loop to 
the main Aria entry and the last monorail stop has been converted into a 
round-a-bout structure that allows the vehicle to reach the street level 
below. The new route would be a one-lane route going both directions 
allowing for the autonomous vehicles to move seamlessly through the 
new routes. The monorail stop within the interior of The Crystals Shops is 
speculated to remain as a stop to still allow guests to enter the shopping 
facility. The small entryway of The Waldorf Astoria has also been opened 
is manner that allows for traffic to enter the property.
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E X P A N S I O N
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While the first design study paved way for a new route that would better 
connect each property more efficiently, a new speculation was reached 
involving one that would expand its use. The City Center as the name 
suggests, should in part be an actual city’s center. The city’s center is also 
describe as area of the city where its deemed to be the most busiest and 
commercially open area. The City Center has the potential to become such 
a place but it remains as merely a large master plan of multiple separate 
buildings. One speculative idea to make The City Center an actual city 
center is to look at expanding the over master plans purpose. 
The Park is home to several attractions including the T-Mobile Arena and 
The Park Theater. These structures alone garners several guests at a time 
so incepting an autonomous system may encourage guests to not only 
visit The Park but also other MGM properties next door such as The City 
Center.
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The Park Theater: Adrian Gaut
The Park: Business Insider The Park MGM: Booking.com
T-Mobile Arena: Al Powers, Powers Imagery






The response that the second design study creates is one that looks into 
the expansion of The City Center into other MGM properties by making 
The City Center a hub for autonomous vehicles. Instead of having just a 
pathway for vehicles to reach the ground level, this design study looks 
into having a large autonomous vehicle hub that connects to The Park. 
This would then encourage the use of the autonomous system, which then 
would entice guests to utilize this new transit system far more than it is 
today. The old build site in the north of The City Center would also serve 
as a secondary hub to once again take in guests coming from any property 
within that vicinity (Cosmopolitan and Planet Hollywood). Ultimately, 
these autonomous hubs would not only connect The City Center proper-
ties, but this center area of The Strip as well. The main premise of this 
design study is inter-connectivity. 
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C E L E B R A T I N G  T H E  A U T O M O B I L E
Visualizing a future of Autonomous Hubs within the City Center sees a 
celebration of the vehicle as a towering structure exposing itself to Las 
Vegas Boulevard and towards The Park. These structures become the 
signage of the properties working to be a symbol of connectivity for The 




C H A P T E R  6 C O N C L U S I O N
L E S S O N S  L E A R N E D
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Throughout each design study, a lesson was learned in relation to how 
to incorporate an autonomous vehicle system within a specific property. 
In the properties that were studied, each lesson applied directly to what 
the properties natural intent was to be. The Bellagio featured the use 
of in attraction, The Lake, as mean to capture the pedestrian into the 
property. Caesar’s Palace saw the use of its shopping experience and its 
Roman motif to allow guests to feel as though they are shopping through 
the streets of Rome. The City Center was a disconnect master plan that 
expanded its purpose to connect to other properties in order to create a 
“city center.” 
Each of the properties that were studied shared some common ground, 
but all properties responded to an autonomous vehicle system in its own 
respective manner. In conclusion, it can speculated that an autonomous 
vehicle system would change how the built environment of The Strip will 
change due to emerging technologies but each property must be ap-
proached in a manner that justifies its intent. New and emerging technolo-
gies should not deviate from the properties original purpose but rather 
enhance the experience each property will have. 
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The property in question must be analyzed 
in both the interior and exterior to further 
understanding of relationships between 
pedestrian and vehicular experiences. This 
leads back to the importance of the pur-
pose for even incorporating an Autonomous 
System.
PURPOSE
Each property should have a purpose to in-
corporate an Autonomous System whether 
it’s for increasing mobility in and out of the 
property or adding more experiences to the 
property. Whatever the purpose, it needs to 




Implementing the Autonomous System 
works to identify what kind of experiences 
is the property trying to attain or enhance. 
This part of the process is crucial before 
even heading into the possible design 
strategies because it provides direction to 
the design.
DESIGN STRATEGIES
From here the initial programming and mass-
ings begin for the implemented Autonomous 
System within the property. 
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